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probability of a triplet pair forming a singlet) in solution is >60%, 
much higher than the spin-statistical prediction of 25% (one pair 
of triplets collides to form one of the four states: one singlet S1 
and three triplets T1, assuming higher triplet and quintet states 
are inaccessible). Practical application of solar energy conversion 
requires the TTA-UC material to be in solid state rather than in 
solution phase. However, the TTA-UC quantum yield of solid-
state systems remains low, typically below 5%,[10] and is moder-
ately high (about 10%) in only one example.[19] To achieve high 
efficiencies, high excitation intensities (200 mW cm−2 or above) 
are commonly required. These imply that in solid state, the 
experimentally observed reaction efficiency of TTA-UC was up to 
about 20%, below the 25% spin-statistical limit.

To achieve highly efficient triplet fusion (TTA-UC) in OLEDs 
and other TTA upconverters, we consider four criteria for the 
selection of emitters: (1) high fluorescence quantum yield, 
(2) short singlet lifetime, (3) long triplet lifetime, and (4) the 
energy of two triplet excitons, 2E(T1) lies slightly above that of 
the singlet exciton, E(S1), but below the second triplet state, 
E(T2) (and also the energies of any spin-quintet states) (E(S1) ≲ 
2E(T1) < E(T2)). The first and second criteria are prerequisites 
for efficient fluorescence. The third criterion is essential for the 
accumulation of a sufficiently high triplet population density 
required for rapid triplet–triplet collision processes. The fourth 
criterion ensures that higher-lying triplet or quintet states do 
not provide loss channels. The spin states of the triplet excitons 
give in principle nine spin configurations for the interacting 
triplet exciton pair, five associated with a quintet, three with a 
triplet, and one with the singlet state. It is generally considered 
that the quintet is always higher in energy than the initial tri-
plet pair, so is neglected. If there are no energetically accessible 
higher-lying triplet states at E(T2), we expect only the S1 and T1 
excitons to form. Triplets produced from this reaction can be 
recycled and participate in a further fusion reaction.[7]

The basic working principle of a triplet fusion LED (FuLED) 
is illustrated in Figure 1a. The initial stage (Stage I) of the 
device operation includes charge injection and exciton forma-
tion. Exciton formation on the emissive molecules may occur 
directly or indirectly through an additional exciton transfer step 
from a host material. If a host material is present, the S1 and 
T1 of the host are required to be higher than that of the emitter 
to allow efficient host-emitter energy transfer and to ensure 
long triplet lifetime of the emitter (Criterion 3 discussed above). 
The 25% singlet population can be converted to light emission 
(and nonradiative losses) from the singlet channel immediately, 
resulting in prompt electroluminescence (EL). The 75% triplet 
excitons remain nonemissive, but the population of triplets is 

When an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) is in operation, 
75% of electron–hole recombination events are in spin-triplet 
configurations and only 25% are in spin-singlet configuration. In 
conventional fluorescent OLEDs,[1,2] the generation of photons is 
achieved from the radiative recombination of singlets. Relaxa-
tion of triplet excitons is quantum mechanically forbidden. 
Phosphorescent OLEDs overcome this restriction by allowing 
the triplet excitons to radiatively decay to the ground state.[3,4] 
This effect was achieved using strong spin–orbit coupling due 
to the presence of heavy metal elements in the molecular emit-
ters. More recently, highly efficient OLEDs based on thermally 
activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) molecules were realized. 
In TADF emitters, triplet-to-singlet upconversion at room tem-
perature is possible due to a small singlet–triplet energy gap.[5] 
Another strategy to utilize triplet excitons in fluorescent OLEDs 
is through the generation of singlets by triplet–triplet annihi-
lation (TTA) or “triplet fusion.”[6–8] At the same time, photon 
upconversion through TTA has been widely considered for 
next-generation photovoltaic applications.[9–14] Effective upcon-
verters have been demonstrated using combinations of a triplet 
sensitizer such as platinum octaethylporphyrin (PtOEP)[3] and 
a triplet acceptor/annihilator such as 9,10-diphenylanthracene 
(DPA),[15] perylene,[16] or rubrene.[17] TTA-upconversion (TTA-
UC) quantum yield (ratio of upconverted photons to absorbed 
photons) of 30% was observed in solution phase.[18] This sug-
gests that the intrinsic efficiency of the TTA-UC reaction (i.e., the 

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in 
any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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being built up during the process. In Stage II, triplet excitons 
from a pair of emitter molecules encounter each other and they 
collide to form a singlet. This reaction obeys spin conservation 
and is referred to as triplet fusion or TTA-UC in the upconver-
sion literature.[9–14] In Stage III, the triplet-fusion-generated 
singlet recombines and produces delayed emission.

We recast the triplet-recycling process described in Ref. [7] 
The ratio of singlet excitons generated by the triplet fusion reac-
tion versus the total exciton population before the reaction can 
be characterized by ffusion and is given by the following: 
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where fs is the probability of singlet generation for each reac-
tion. Assuming fs = 25% based on spin statistics, we obtain 
ffusion = 15%. It predicts that, in the case where triplets are 
formed and recycled during the TTA process, the fraction 
of delayed fluorescence in EL is fdelayed = 15%/(15% + 25%) = 
37.5%. And the highest internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of the 
OLED device can be revised to IQEtheoretical = 15% + 25% = 40%.

An alternative and more preferred scenario of TTA-UC in 
FuLEDs or TTA upconverters is that the TTA process generates 
singlets only. In this case, ffusion is given by: 

f
f1

2
fusion

s= −

 
(2)

which gives ffusion = 37.5% by assuming fs = 25%. It predicts 
that the maximum fraction of delayed EL from TTA is fdelayed = 
37.5%/(37.5% + 25%) = 60%, and the highest IQE of the OLED 
device is IQEtheoretical = 37.5% + 25% = 62.5%, higher than that 
of the triplet-recycling case discussed previously.

In this work, we design and demonstrate molecularly doped 
polymer FuLEDs. We use simple organic fluorophors including 
DPA,[15] perylene,[16] and rubrene,[17] which were used in 
photon upconverters for photovoltaics, and a solution-process-
able singlet-fission sensitizer, 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)
pentacene (TIPS-pentacene),[20,21] as the emissive dopants for 
FuLEDs. The molecular structures of these emitters are shown 
in Figure 1b. Apart from the TTA-upconversion molecules, we 
consider TIPS-pentacene as a potential candidate for triplet 
fusion, since its deep-lying T1 state fulfills E(S1) ∼ 2E(T1) (Crite-
rion 4). This work represents the first application of DPA, per-
ylene, and TIPS-pentacene as OLED emitters.

Using solution processing, we doped each kind of emissive 
molecules into poly(9-vinylcarbazole) (PVK),[4,22] a wide-bandgap 
polymer host matrix for OLEDs. The photoluminescence (PL) 
spectra of the PVK:dopant blends show emission primarily from 
the dopant molecules under laser excitation (Figure S1, Sup-
porting Information). The PL decay kinetics of the emission peak 
for each molecule/PVK blend is recorded using time-correlated 
single photon counting (TCSPC) (Figure 1c). The PL decay pro-
cesses of all emitters are of singlet character, as expected from 
fluorescent molecules. The fluorescence lifetimes of DPA, 
rubrene, and TIPS-pentacene are 1.8, 17.5, and 1.4 ns, respec-
tively. We note that the PL of perylene originates from an exciplex 
state,[23] with biexponential decay lifetimes of 1.5 and 10.7 ns.

Adv. Mater. 2017, 29, 1605987
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Figure 1. Working principle and materials. a) Working principle of a FuLED. b) Molecular structures of TTA-UC (triplet fusion) emitters. c) PL decay 
kinetics of the TTA-UC emitters in a wide bandgap polymer host (PVK).
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To examine whether triplet excitons in these emitters con-
tribute to the EL process, we performed transient-EL meas-
urements for FuLEDs based on PVK:emitter blends. The EL 
decay profiles for various emitters are shown in Figure 2a. The 
EL of the four fluorophors has an instrumentally limited fast 
(prompt) decay due to direct recombination of singlets. Inves-
tigating detailed kinetics of the prompt fluorescence is beyond 
the scope of this work. Importantly, it can be seen that the 
delayed EL component follows a bimolecular decay function:[7]

a bt
EL

1
( )

delayed 2=
+

 
(3)

where ELdelayed is the intensity of the delayed EL, and a and b 
are constants. The equation appears to be approximately linear 
in a log–log plot (though deviating from this at early times). 
The delayed EL contributes a significant fraction of the steady-
state EL intensity. For rubrene-based device, this contribution 
is as high as ≈60%. For other fluorescent dopants (DPA, per-
ylene, and TIPS-pentacene), the emission from the delayed 
component is 26%–38% of the total EL. It is interesting to note 
that this process also effectively occurs in TIPS-pentacene. 
By itself in the solid state it exhibits singlet fission to triplet 
exciton pair,[21] and E(S1) is considered to be close in energy to 
2E(T1). As used here, dispersed in PVK, there is little evidence 
for effective fission process because the PL lifetime (Figure 1c) 
indicates efficient radiative emission. In comparison, a very 
similar device based on an archetypical phosphorescent emitter, 
PtOEP,[3] was tested. The EL decay of the PtOEP device exhibits 
no prompt emission but a monoexponential slow emission 

originating from phosphorescence, with a characteristic decay 
lifetime of approximately 60 µs.

Next, we investigate how the delayed EL responds to the 
change of externally injected current. Figure 2b shows the tran-
sient-EL profiles for a rubrene device at different current densi-
ties. We observe a reduction of the delayed EL component, from 
60% to 31%, as the current density increases by two orders of 
magnitude. This phenomenon can be explained by charge-
triplet annihilation at higher current densities,[7] when the bal-
ance of injected electrons and holes is not well maintained. It 
also implies that triplet fusion in the device is very effective 
even at low current densities. At higher current densities, the 
possible enhancement of triplet fusion is masked by the det-
rimental effect of charge quenching. We note that at early 
times (t < 3 µs), the apparent lifetime of triplet excitons even 
at low current densities is in the order of a few µs, significantly 
shorter than the triplet lifetimes identified in rubrene crystals 
(about 100 µs)[24] and optical TTA-upconverters with a polymer 
host (up to about 1 ms).[25] However, due to the bimolecular 
nature of the triplet fusion process, the decay of triplet density 
(nT), described by dnT/dt = −kTnT − kTTAn2

T, at high population 
density regime is dominated by the rate of TTA (kTTA), and is 
significantly faster than the intrinsic monomolecular decay rate 
of triplets (kT) (ktotal = kT + kTTAnT ≈ kTTAnT, as kTTAnT >> kT). 
Therefore, the apparent lifetime of the triplet is expected to be 
significantly shortened when the TTA-UC process is efficient, 
as the efficient generation of singlets rapidly reduces triplet 
population. To estimate the monoexcitonic lifetime of triplets, 
we investigate the EL kinetics of later times (t ≈ 10 µs) when 
the triplet density is reduced significantly and monomolecular 
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Figure 2. Transient-EL and magneto-EL measurements. a) Transient-EL of various emitters after holding the devices at a current density of 1 mA cm−2. 
Dashed lines are fits to Equation (3). b) Transient-EL of the rubrene device at different current densities. c) Transient-EL of the rubrene device under 
different current pulse widths at a current density of 1 mA cm−2. d) Magneto-EL of the device under low-field (B < 100 mT) condition.
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decay of triplets becomes dominant (kT >> kTTAnT). We infer 
a lower bound of 25 µs for the triplet lifetime in the rubrene 
device.

Besides, increasing current pulse width (from 1 to 500 µs) at 
a fixed current density (1 mA cm−2) leads to an increase of the 
delayed EL intensity, from 16% to 51% (Figure 2c). This result 
agrees with our interpretation that the delayed EL originates 
from triplet fusion, in which the intensity of delayed fluores-
cence is related to the population density of triplets.

We measured the magnetic field dependence of EL intensity 
for the device. The EL increases first when the magnetic field 
strength reaches 20 mT and reduces monotonically as the field 
intensity increases further (Figure 2d). This observation is con-
sistent with TTA-induced magneto-EL behavior of OLEDs,[26] 
further confirming that TTA plays an essential role in the EL 
of our devices.

Figure 3a shows the emission spectra and photographs of 
the working LEDs. The DPA device shows efficient deep-blue 
emission peaked at 440 nm. Perylene, rubrene, and TIPS-
pentacene devices exhibit green, yellow, and red EL centered 
at 520, 570, and 670 nm, respectively. The luminance–voltage 
characteristics are shown in Figure 3b. Peak luminance of 
over 7000 cd m−2 have been achieved with both rubrene and 
perylene. Maximum external quantum efficiencies (EQE) of 
about 6% or above have been obtained for DPA, perylene, and 
rubrene (Figure 3c and Table S1, Supporting Information). 
These values exceed the EQE limit (5%) of conventional electro-
fluorescence (assuming an optical outcoupling factor of 0.2),[6–8] 
suggesting a significant contribution from triplets toward the 
total EL. We found that a high emitter doping concentration 
(20%) results in optimum OLED performance (Figure S2, Sup-
porting Information), consistent with the view that a small 
intermolecular separation is required for efficient bimolecular 
TTA process. Increased doping concentration also leads to 
more pronounced lower-energy spectral features in the EL, as 
a result of enhanced intermolecular interactions. However, we 
note that the efficiency roll-off is significant at low current den-
sities, indicating unbalanced charge injection and transport in 
these unoptimized devices.

To improve charge injection and transport, we developed a 
solution-processed, inverted multilayer OLED structure (inset 
of Figure 3e) using ZnO electron-injection layer deposited from 
solution by atmospheric pressure spatial atomic layer deposi-
tion (AP-SALD).[27] Interfacial energy level modification of the 
ZnO was achieved by a spin-coated polyethylenimine layer.[28] 
For the emissive layer, we selected rubrene as the emitter (for 
its superior triplet fusion properties) and a conjugated polymer 
poly (9,9′-dioctylfluorene)-co-benzothiadiazole (F8BT) as the 
host matrix.[29] We observed that the EL emission was domi-
nated by the emission of rubrene (Figure S3, Supporting Infor-
mation), confirming the effectiveness of the host–guest energy 
transfer. We deposited a hole-transport/electron-blocking 
layer of N,N′-bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N′-diphenylbenzidine 
(TPD)[30] from solution for the first time. This simply pre-
pared layer effectively reduces exciton quenching by the MoOx/
Au anode. The novel device architecture results in a very low, 
sub-bandgap turn-on voltage of 1.8 V and a high maximum 
brightness of 6 × 104 cd m−2 (Figure 3e). The maximum EQE 
obtained from the inverted FuLED is 6.3%, corresponding to 

a current efficiency of 20.7 cd A−1 (Figure 3f), outperforming 
other solution-processed rubrene OLEDs in the literature. The 
efficiency roll-off is not apparent across a wide range of cur-
rent densities (up to 100 mA cm−2), indicating excellent charge 
balance. We also measured the transient-EL characteristics of 
the F8BT:rubrene device and compared it with a pristine F8BT 
device prepared in the same way. A significant difference in the 
EL kinetics was observed. It showed that the contribution of the 
delayed EL for the rubrene-doped F8BT was 55% when held at 
10 mA cm−2, much higher than the 9% delayed EL contribution 
observed in the F8BT-only device (Figure 3g). This result sug-
gests that the triplet-fusion process in rubrene-doped F8BT is 
more efficient than in pure F8BT. In contrast to the standard 
PVK:rubrene device, the delayed EL contribution in the inverted 
F8BT:rubrene device is relatively constant, at 50%–60%, across a 
range of current densities (1–100 mA cm−2). This, together with 
the insignificant efficiency roll-off, agrees with our previous dis-
cussion that the reduced TTA-fusion-related EL component at 
higher currents is due to unbalanced charge injection and trans-
port, which are minimized in the inverted device architecture.

Our transient-EL and EQE results allow us to evaluate the 
efficiency of the TTA-UC process in these high-performance 
FuLEDs. Figure 4a illustrates the detailed balance of particle 
conversion processes in the system. The intrinsic efficiency of 
the TTA-UC reaction is characterized by ηTTA-UC = 2 × number 
of singlets generated by TTA-UC process/number of triplets 
entering the TTA upconverter. This can be calculated using 
experimentally measurable quantities, as: 

f

f f
f

f f f

2 IQE PLQE

2 EQE

PLQE

TTA-UC
delayed EL

excitons triplets

delayed EL

excitons triplets outcoupling

η =
× × ÷

×

=
× ×

× × ×
 

(4)

where IQEEL and EQEEL are the internal and external quantum 
efficiencies of the FuLED, fdelayed is the percentage of the 
delayed EL in the total EL, fexcitons is the formation probability of 
excitons from externally injected charges, ftriplets is the fraction 
of triplet excitons in the initial exciton population formed by 
charge injection, foutcoupling is the optical outcoupling efficiency 
of the LED, and PLQE is the photoluminescence quantum yield 
of the emitter. fexcitons is assumed to be 1 for the most conserva-
tive estimation. ftriplets is assumed to be 0.75 according to spin 
statistics. foutcoupling is assumed to be 0.2.[6–8]

A more practical quantity we investigate is the TTA-UC 
quantum yield (or triplet-to-photon quantum yield), ΦTTA-UC, 
which calculates the number of TTA-generated photons emitted 
per triplet exciton entering the upconverter. It is given by the 
following equation: 

f

f f
f

f f f

IQE

EQE

TTA-UC
delayed EL

excitons triplets

delayed EL

excitons triplets outcoupling

Φ =
×
×

=
×

× ×
 

(5)

The TTA-upconversion efficiencies and quantum yields 
of various TTA-UC emitters investigated in this work are 
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summarized in Figure 4b. The highest ΦTTA-UC and ηTTA-UC 
for rubrene are 23% and 70%, respectively (For DPA and per-
ylene, the efficiencies are slightly lower). To the best of our 
knowledge, these values are higher than that of any solid-state 
TTA-upconverters reported to date[9–14,19] and are comparable 
to some of the best TTA-UC efficiencies observed in solution-
phase systems.[9–12,18] A summary of the efficiencies of solution 

systems[17,18,31–33] is shown in Table S2 (Supporting Informa-
tion). Comparisons of our devices with other solid-state TTA-UC 
systems[13,14,19,31,34] and other TTA-enhanced OLEDs[7,8,35–37] 
are presented in Tables S3 and S4 (Supporting Information), 
respectively. The remarkably high TTA-UC efficiencies in 
our best devices suggest that only singlets are formed during 
the TTA process. Besides, it is striking to note that the high 

Adv. Mater. 2017, 29, 1605987
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Figure 3. Performance and characterization of FuLEDs. For standard devices: a) EL spectra (inset: photographs of working devices). b) Luminance–
voltage characteristics. c) EQE versus current density (inset: current efficiency–current density curves). d) Energy level diagram. For inverted device:  
e) Luminance–voltage curves (inset: device structure). f) EQE versus current density curve (inset: current efficiency versus current density). g) Tran-
sient-EL measurements after holding the devices at a current density of 10 mA cm−2. h) Device energy level diagram.
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TTA-UC efficiencies occur at very low excitation power densi-
ties (≈30 mW cm−2 for inverted structure and ≈0.001 mW cm−2 
for standard structure, significantly lower than typical excitation 
power densities required for optical TTA-upconverters), indi-
cating extremely efficient triplet formation and accumulation in 
these electroluminescent devices.

Our findings suggest that the processes (such as intersystem 
crossing and triplet–triplet energy transfer) associated with tri-
plet sensitizer molecules, which are widely used in optically 
excited TTA-UC systems, are some of the key limiting factors 
for achieving highly efficient TTA upconversion. The use of a 
wide-bandgap polymer host provides additional benefit for tri-
plet confinement, ensuring high density and long lifetime of 
triplets at the same time. For TIPS-pentacene, TTA-UC efficien-
cies are moderate (ηTTA-UC of 35.1% and ΦTTA-UC of 6.8%), likely 
due to the competing process of singlet fission. However, the 
observation of the energetically unfavorable triplet fusion pro-
cess in this material is noteworthy by itself. It is possible that 
the energy gap between E(S1) and 2E(T1) in TIPS-pentacene 
is close to kT, allowing endothermic triplet fusion reaction to 
effectively take place at room temperature.

Finally, we find that DPA-, rubrene-, and perylene-doped 
polymer FuLEDs clearly exceed the fluorescence IQE limit of 
25% (corresponding to an EQE limit of 5%). The highest IQE 
value obtained is >30% using the yellow fluorophor, rubrene. 
The largest percentage contribution of triplet fusion-related 
electrofluorescence is 60% in rubrene-based FuLEDs. It is by 
far the highest value observed in TTA-based OLEDs, consistent 
with the high TTA-UC efficiencies of the emitter molecules. 
Besides, triplet fusion-related EL contribution of as high as 38% 
was found in the singlet fission material, TIPS-pentacene.

The very high TTA-UC efficiencies obtained in our FuLEDs 
and the method we developed to evaluate them provide valuable 
information for the design of high-efficiency solid-state TTA 

upconverters for photovoltaics. Our results demonstrate that 
conventional spin-statistical limits do not apply to these TTA-UC 
molecules in efficient devices. It also reflects the reciprocity of 
singlet fission and triplet fusion processes in materials such 
as TIPS-pentacene. Besides, our efficient, multicolor (deep 
blue, green, yellow, and red) FuLEDs produced using low-cost 
solution-processing methods may lead to further technological 
development toward large-area display and lighting applications.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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